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High efficiency...
Low noise...
Custom flexibility...
simple to install and maintain...
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PROTECT THE ENVIROMENT AND POWER
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ROYAL TEMP 15 thru 60 tons multistage cooling units are designed for energy efficiency, lownoise, flexibility and low installation cost with integral
electric heater. These packaged roof top air conditioning systems answer
the requirement for economical air conditioning in supermarkets, shopping centres, restaurants, official buildings, industrial plants and similar
low-rise buildings with large interior areas.

Cabinet

Coils

The corrosion resistant galvanized steel cabinet is finished
by two coats of attractive enamel. The cabinet is fully insulated
and mounted on steel channels
to facilitate easy handling and
installation.

The aluminum finned condenser
and evaporator coils are formed
of multiple rows of seamless
copper tubing arranged in a
staggered configuration. Fins
are dieformed corrugated, high
efficient type. Tubes are mechanically expanded to shoulder
of each fin to ensure maximum

heat transfer. Evaporator coils of
multiple refrigerants circuits are
arranged in two independent
circuit with the latest interlaced
refrigerant distribution system
for optimum performance even
at partload conditions. All evaporator coils are rated in accordance to ARI standard.

Condenser Fan
Condenser air fan is of the propeller type, Aluminum blade with a direct driven motor. Motor is of definite purpose air over type with plastic water slinger on shaft for weather protection. Condenser fan is
mounted for vertical discharge to keep the sound to a minimum. Condenser fans are cycled by pressure
controllers to save energy and to operate the system efficiently on low ambient condition.

Compressors
Goldenstar GPU employs the most advanced,
energy efficient semi hermetic reciprocating
compressors available today. They are precisely matched to specially circuited coils to
reduce the compression ratio they must work
against. This reduces both full and partload
energy requirements. Multiple compressors
on multiple refrigeration circuits are used
to provide the economies of an increased
number of unloading steps and provide increased stand by protection.
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Controllers
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Indoor Air Fan

Thermostat

2 nos. forward curved, statically and dynamically balanced centrifugal blowers are used for the
evaporator air. The fan is large enough to handle
wide range of air volume in stable condition and
low noise. The blower is belt driven using an adjustable pitch motor sheave for precise airflow selection.

GPU 150 thru 440 models are controlled by purpose made microprocessor based thermostat for
2 stage cooling, two stage heating and system
operation switch.

Controls

GPU-250,350,450,550 and 650 models are controlled by a solid state logic panel along with a
space sensor, provide 4 stage cooling and 2 to 4
stage heating control. 5 minute lock out timer is an
added feature to all models to prevent compressor re-start against thermostat jiggling.

The refrigerant system in each circuit have a high
pressure switch, oil pressure switch, solid state
motor protection and pump down/low pressure
controls as standard.

Accessories

Economizer
The factory assembled
economizer package
provides free cooling on
mid-season. Automatically
control the dampers to admit outside air to satisfy the
thermostat cooling demand.
Compressors and outdoor
fan remains in off position to
save energy.

Electric Heater
Optional electric heaters
are factory installed complete with automatic thermal
overload contactors and
power terminals. Open coil or
sheathed type elements are
available. Heaters are avai
able in various control steps
or SCR controlled for 0-100%
stepless modulation.

Roof Curb
For down-blow unit installation, field assembled roof
curbs are available on all
models.
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Bag filter
Double Skin Casing Construction

Extended surface media provides high Filtration of
60 to 65% efficiency in accordance with ASHRAE
standard (52-76). Filter Frame permits use of filter
up to 95% efficiency.

Power Exhaust
Coupled with the economizer, up to 75% of the
return air can be exhausted to eliminates overpressurization of the building.

Head Pressure Control
The varying speed head pressure control is a solid
state controller designed to operate outdoor temperatures down to -20ºF. The controller varies the
speed of condenser fan motor to keep designed
condensing temperature. Minimum and Maximum
speed limit adjustment on controller will provide
stable fan(s) operation.

For single phase motor
(GPU-240,250,280,340 & 350)

For clean room or high ambient applications, Evaporator Section with double
skin casing construction is available. The
thermal coe ficient is 0.81 w/m K. Following are the wall noise attenuation:
Frequency :
63 125 250 500 1k 2k 4k 8k
(HZ)
TL(dB) :15 18 21 39 38 49 55 49
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Return air fan
For high external static and or 100% economizer system return air fan is recommended to use with basic units. Return fan
discharges air within the unit so that all of
the air can be reconditioned and return to
the building or exhausted when economizer
system in operation. The return fan utilizes
2 forward curved fans driven by its own motor. Return fan energized with the supply
fan and continue to run until the supply fan
is de energized.

VT-VAV Zone control system
VT-VAV (Variable Temperature / Air) zone
control system provides improved comfort
through the use of individual area thermostat. Saves energy and money by allowing
temperature setback in the unoccupied area while maintaining comfort in the occupied area. VTVAV System use the latest generation of solid-state microcomputer multi-zone system designed
to enhance temperature control and energy savings. Powerful computerized logic panel monitors
each zone thermostat and automatically selects the proper heating or cooling cycle as well as
the correct number of stages. VT-VAV system available from 2 zone up to 16 zone in single machine. System monitor/controls up to 30 nos. machine loop.

Typical VT-VAV System
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Physical Data

Notes:1. For R/A fan or power exhaust fan data consult factory.
2. Operating weight only for base unit excluding electric heater.

Accessory Component Pressure Drops (in.wg.)
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Selection Procedures (with example)
1- Determine Cooling and heating requirements at
design conditions.
Given.
Required Cooling Capacity (TC).... 265,OOOBtuh
Sensible Heat Capacity (SHC)...... 190,OOOBtuh
Required Electric Heating
capacity (40kw)...... 136,520Btuh
Condenser Entering Air Temp..... 95ºF
Indoor Entering Air Temp . . . . . . . . . . . . 80°F edb,
67ºF ewb
Evaporator air quantity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8000 cfm
External Static Pressure. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.6 in.wg
Altitude . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . See level
Electrical Characteristics
(V-Ph-Hz) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 230-3-60
2- Select Unit based on required Cooling Capacity
Enter Cooling Capacities table at condenser
entering temperature of 95ºF. Unit GPU-240 at
8000 cfm will provide 273,000 total capacity and
198,000 sensible heat capacity at specified
80/67 (edb/ewb)ºF entering air.
Correct Cooling Capacity for altitude (for altitude
other than sea level) using correction factors
shown in altitude correction table.

Cooling Capacities
GPU-150
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In the above example application is at sea
level and therefore no correction required.
Calculate entering and leaving indoor air temperature, using formulas given under cooling
capacity table.
3- Select heating capacity of unit to provide dsign
condition requirement. Enter heating capacity
table, note that 40kw, 2 step heater is available for selected unit.
4- Determine fan speed and power requirements
at design conditions. Enter fan performance table.
Select fan Rpm and Bhp for 8000 cfm @ 0.6
in.wg. external static pressure. (accessories
pre sure drop to be added to external if any
access ries required with base unit).
Fan Rpm 835 Bhp 3.81 standard drive and
motor will satisfy the requirement. Correct fan
Rpm and Bhp for altitude if unit application is
above sea level.
5- Select unit that corresponds to power source
available.
The Electrical data table shows that a
230-3-60 unit is availab
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Cooling Capacities (cont.)
GPU-650

Notes:
1. Direct interpolation is permissible. Do not extrapolate.
2. Ratings are based on 60Hz power. For 50Hz
applications utilize the following correction
factors:
Total Capacity - multiply MBH by 0.85
Electrical draw - multiply by 0.83
3. The following formulas may be used:
tldb = tedb-(sensible capacity(Btuh)/(1.09 x cfm)
tlwb = Wet-bulb temperature corresponding to enthalpy of air leaving evaporator coil (hlwb)

hlwb = hewb - (Total capacity (Btuh)/(4.5 x cfm)
where hewb = Enthalpy of air entering
evaporator coil.
4. Cooling capacities are gross and do not include
deduction for indoor fan motor heat.
Edb - Entering Dry Bulb
Ewb - Entering Wet Bulb
KW - Compressor Motor Power input
SHC - Sensible Heat Cap. (1000 Btuh)
TC - Total Cap. (1000 Btuh) Gross
tldb - Air Temperature Leaving Dry Bulb
tlwb - Air Temperature Leaving Wet Bulb.

Electric Heater Data

1. FLA - Full Load amps. for heater only.
2. Standard heater availability shown. For other Capacities consult factory.
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Fan Performance
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Fan Performance (cont.)
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Fan Performance (cont.)
Optional fan motor and / or drive required.

Notes:
1. Fan performance is based on wet coils, 2 inch
prefilter, standard electric heater and casing
losses. If any accessories used, add accessories pressure drop to external pressure before
using fan performance table.
2. For power exhaust or return air fan perforance
consult factory.
3. Sound pressure value shown in performance
table is the estimated pressure level at 1 meter
from fan only. Use spectrum chart and dB correction factor for sound power level at various
frequencies.

4. Example:
Calculate the sound power level of packaged
unit model GPU-250 operating with 8000 CFM
at 1.4 inch.wg. external static pressure. From
fan performance table of GPU-250, 8000 CFM,
read base sound pressure value as 85.8 dBA.
Convert dBA value to spectrum using spectrum chart and correct for 1.4” external static
pressure. Total sound power (SLw) will be sum
of (1) & (2) and accurate to the tolerance value
shown in sound spectrum chart.
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Base unit dimensions
Model GPU-150/180
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Base unit dimensions
Model GPU-240/180
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Base unit dimensions
Model GPU-340/350 & 440/450(Down Blow)
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Base unit dimensions
Model GPU-550/650
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Optional evaporator section arrangement
Model CPU-340 thru GPU-650
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Accessory dimensions
Base unit Roof Curb
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Electrical Data

Notes:
1. A/L: Across line start. Optional partwinding start available on all
models except GPU-250, 380 volts.
2. Rated Load Amps comply with compressor motors continuous
current rating and N.E.C. Article 440-52,b,2.
3. Minimum circuit ampacity is per N.E.C. Section 430-24.
4. For 50Hz power supply data, consult factory.
5. Minimum circuit ampacity is based on standard evaporator mtor.

VOLTAGE TOLERANCES:
208V; Min= 187V, Max = 229V
230V; Min= 209V, Max = 253V
380V; Min= 342V, Max =418V
460V; Min= 414V, Max = 506V.
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Sequence of Operation
(Base Unit)
System Selection
System thermostat has Cool/Heat/ Automatic and fan On/Auto Selection.

Fan Selection
Place fan selector switch into the ON position
The fan will turn ON and run continuously.
Place fan selector switch to Auto position. Fa will
activate whenever the system turns ON for heating or cooling.

System Automatic change over
Thermostat incorporates an automatic change
over feature with built in 2º dead band. When the
Cool / Automatic / Heat Switch is placed into the
Automatic position the thermostat will automat
cally switch between heating and cooling based
on room temperature.

Cool mode
When space temperature increases above the
mostat set point, Relay Rl energize (provided the
system stopped more than 5 minutes from the last
call for cooling, Lockout time) start the compressor together with first stage condenser fan. Crank
case heater deenergize. If head pressure reaches
to set points of condenser fan cycling pressure
switches additional fan start to maintain system
discharge pressure.
A further increase in space temperature Relay R2
energize the second stage of cooling (GPU-250
through 650 has 4 stages of cooling controlled by
solid state Logic in the same manner of 2 stage
cooling system)
As the space temperature reaches the set point,
the Relay R2 de-energize stop the second stage
cooling. A further drop in temperature Relay Rl
de-energize and stop the compressor. At any time
HP/LP/OiI pressure switches trip, system cannot
restart until reset them manually.

Heating mode
In heating mode, if space temperature drop blow
thermostat set point, first stage of heating ene
gize provided safeties such as air pressure switch,
thermal cutout(s) etc., in its normal position.
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A further decrease in space temperature, second
stage heating energize to maintain thermostat
set point. (GPU-250 through 650 has 4 stages of
heating controlled by solid state Logic panel)
As . space temperature increases, the sequence
reverses. Operating Sequence with Economizer
Cooling System switch set at AUTO or COOL,
indoor air fan runs continually. Thermostat set at
desired setting.
When thermostat calls for cooling and outdoor air
enthalpy is below setting of enthalpy controller,
economizer modulates open. (If outdoor enthalpy
is above enthalpy set point, economizer remains
at the minimum position.) Economizer acts as
first stage of cooling providing “free cooling” with
ou side air. If outside air alone cannot satisfy the
cooling requirements of the conditioned space,
economizer cooling is integrated with mechanical
cooling. Compressor(s), working simultaneously
with economizer, will be staged on to meet cooling load.
As conditioned space temperature approaches
thermostat’s cooling set point, stages cycle off,
last stage first. After all stages of mechanical cooling are off, economizer modulates to minimum
position.
During the cooling cycle a discharge air sensor
senses discharge air temperature. If discharge air
temperature drops below 62ºF, economizer starts
to modulate toward the minimum position. At 50°F,
economizer will be at the minimum position.

Heating
System switch set at HEAT and AUTO., therm stat
set at desired setting. When thermostat calls for
heating one or 2-stages of heat energize to satisfy
the heating demand.
As space temperature approaches the heating
temperature set point, heating stages cycle off.
During heating, economizer is limited to the minmum position to provide minimum outdoor air for
ventilation requirements.
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SELF - CONTAINED AIR CONDITIONING UNIT
SERIES GPU (15 - 60 TONS)

Guide specifications

U

nit shall be a one piece air-cooled cooling and electric heating and shall be mounted on a full primeter roof curb. Standard unit shall include a manual outdoor air
inlet. Unit shall be Goldenstar model GPU____or approved equal.
Total cooling capacity of unit shall be Btuh or greater and sensible heat capacity shall
be __Btuh or greater at conditions of___cfm evaporator air entering unit at ___Fº wetbulb, __ F º dry-bulb and condenser entering air temperature of _ Fº dry-bulb.
Unit compressor(s) shall be serviceable semihermetic with crankcase heater(s) and
suitable vibration isolators. Compressor(s) shall be of low sound discuss type with solid
state motor protection.
Fan and motors - indoor blowers shall be forwardcurved, centrifugal, belt-driven type
capable of delivering cfm at in wg. external static pressure. Motor pulley shall be adjustable pitch.
indoor blower motor shall be hp with permanently lubricated bearings. Outdoor fan shall
be of the propeller type, with direct-driven permanently lubricated motor of hp or less.
Outdoor fans shall be discharged upward.
Unit cabinet shall be constructed of galvanized steel, bonderized and coated with
baked enamel finish. Cabinet interior shall be insulated with 1º thick neoprene-coated
fiberglass/Double skin with polyurethane insulation. Cabinet panels shall be easily removable for service to all operating components. A condensate drain for the indoor coil
shall be provided.
Controls - The cooling system shall be protected with high pressurestat, low pressurestat, loss-ofcharge protection and current and temperature sensitive overload devices.
Heat exchanger shall be tubular in design and constructed of corrosion-resistant copper tubings and aluminum fins.
Unit electrical connections - Cabinet shall contain suitable openings for routing of all
utility onnections. The base unit shall contain a terminal strip in the control compartment to allow for terminal-to-terminal connection of room thermostat and field installed
accessories. Unit shall be provided with integral Lock Out Timer circuit to prevent compressor short cycling as a result of a rapid change in thermostat setting.
Also, automatically prevents compressor restart for at least 5 minutes after shutdown.
Maximum dimension -. Width height inches. in.,Depth in.,
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Accessories and option

T

he following factory-installed options (FIOP) or field installed accessories (accessory) shall be provided.

Roof curb shall be of the same manufacturer as unit. Dimensions shall be provided to
allow for easy duct location and connection to roof curb prior to unit placement.
Economizer shall include return air (R.A.) and outside air (0.A.) dampers, outdoor air
filter and hood, and fully modulating electric control system with adjustable mixed air
thermostat. Control shall be capable of introducing up to 100% outdoor air. The control
changeover from mechanical cooling to economizer operation shall be fully automatic.
Alternate motor and drive assembly to provide ,control cfm and static pressure capability.
Remote control panel -The panel shall provide central control of heating, cooling, indoor fan and outdoor air damper. Indicator lights for unit functions shall be provided.
Micro processor based thermostat assembly shall provide staged heating and cooling,
automatic changeover and fan control.
Head pressure control -A solid-state outdoor air fan speed control to permit unit to operate down to -2OºF shall be provided.
Unit shall be provided with Micro computer control ‘for VT-VAV System. No. of controlled
zone to be not less than shown in schedule.
Unit shall be provided with DDC controls for energy management system and where
multiple units are installed; the unit must be capable of interworking to facilitate staging
and changing operating priority under fault conditions.
Two-position damper -allowing remote closure of 25% outside air opening when unit
shuts down shall be provided.
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